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Their grandmother was blind. She hadn’t always been, 
but as the glaucoma took her sight, she would ask, each 
day, what birds were on the water. The farm where 
they lived was a farm with a shoreline, a piece of land 

poking into the great wide lake. Half the year the lake froze over, 
and sometimes mist blew through or clouds of midges swarmed up, 
but every day she asked and every day they told her. There might be 
twenty species to report on in a given day. More, maybe. The Short-
eared Owl and the Long-tailed Duck. The Red-throated Loon or 
the Black-headed Gull, the Barrow’s Goldeneye Eagle or the Purple 
Sandpiper, the Common Redshank or the Ruddy Turnstone. And 
any of the kids might answer, but probably it was Sigurgeir, Sigur-
geir especially, who would be the one to tell her. 

The family farm was settled in 1888. It’s called Ytri-Neslön-
dum, meaning the northern peninsula, named for its position on 
the lake, and it remains one of Lake Mývatn’s two dozen tradi-
tional farms. It has a house and a cowshed and a smoke shed and 
another shed for drying either laundry or fish, as the need may be, 
and what might have once been a barn but is now nothing short 
of a mechanic’s garage, complete with a pinup girl calendar and a 
hydraulic lift and a ’74 Monte Carlo that needs work. 

Sigurgeir was born on the farm in 1962. He was one of three 
brothers and four sisters here on the farm with sheep and cows 
and chickens and one horse and one dog and always a bed of rhu-
barb. They made an honest effort to grow potatoes.

These seven kids, like all farmers’ kids around the lake, grew 
up collecting eggs, collecting shells. Sigurgeir had a friend one 
farm over and they went collecting together. And as you collected 
eggs, you’d trade them. Like baseball cards. Your divers for their 
shore birds.

The rule of collecting eggs is a Solomon-simple even split. You 
take half. Half for you and half for the nest. You could take fewer, 
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I suppose, but whatever you do, there is a threshold. The rule at 
Ytri-Neslöndum was never leave less than four eggs in a nest. Or 
never less than five, or never less than six, depending on which 
species owned the nest. If you’re taking from a Horned Grebe 
nest, you might leave a single egg, knowing as you do, how the 
first to hatch will be the only one to survive. And if you’re strug-
gling with the math of survival, wondering how one arrives at the 
number four as the standard of husbandry, consider that there is 
an upper limit, too. The birds themselves can’t manage more than 
a certain amount, after all, simply can’t warm any more than that 
snugged in the down of their bird bodies. 

You pull eggs from different species at different times. Each 
has their own clock. Still, the whole of egg collecting lasts not 
much more than one month a year. It ends, of course, when there 
are not eggs but goslings and cygnets and whatever you call baby 
Black-tailed Godwits. But it begins, by one reckoning, when you 
mix chalk in water, and if a potato floats, well then it’s time to take 
the eggs. For a while then, it’s eggs for baking and eggs for om-
elets, eggs for as long as they last. Eggs dipped in chalk or ash at 
the smokehouse. Each species of egg tastes different, of course, the 
ducks different from the grebes. But no matter their flavor, split 
from their shells all of them look the same, different in scale per-
haps, more or less albumen, but always those intense dark yolks 
like orange suns.

Lake Mývatn is full of life. Excessively, abundantly so. Eutrophic, 
as the scientists say. The lake is named for the midges that swarm 
prodigiously in Summer, thickly, like weather, trapped buzzing in 
your hair or else their bodies wet lumps stuck to the back of your 
throat or lodged irretrievably up your nostrils or caught in your 
eye and eventually blinked out like a black tear. 

In the far east of the country there are signs in the bathrooms 
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announcing, “We do not have geothermal heat—please use hot 
water sparingly.” By time you arrive some hours later at Mývatn, 
in the eastern half and northern third of the country, your ap-
proach has been marked by a succession of wide rivers and water-
falls and eventually cracks in the earth venting steam. In Mývatn 
you go to fill your water bottle and someone suggests, “Maybe use 
the cold, or else the water will have a smell.”

It is spring water that feeds the lake. And the nutrients in the 
spring water feed a bounty of aquatic insects—notably the midg-
es—and the insects feed whatever will swallow them down, though 
most notably the ducks. The visitor center announces, “Nowhere in 
the world are there so many species of duck in the same place.” For 
the record, that makes fourteen the number to beat, or some years 
fifteen, but in any case it’s all the duck species that appear in Iceland 
minus the two species spotted strictly on the coast. There are both 
Eurasian and North American ducks here, there are both arctic 
species and boreal. There are dabbling ducks and diving ducks—
not to mention 1,500 pairs of Eurasion Wigeon. And there’s the 
Horned Grebe, too, a red-eyed migrator that breeds in Iceland, a 
bird that makes a floating nest of rotting marsh but nonetheless 
tethers that nest to surrounding plants, that it may rise and fall with 
the current but not be swept away.

When Sigurgeir turned seventeen, he got a driver’s license and a 
car, a blue Mitsubishi Lancer, what an old friend still remembers 
as “a very strong, good car.” He was the kind of guy who would 
give you a lift, so you’d call him. It can be hard to get around the 
wetlands, but there he was, so affable about it, and he would drive 
150km for a dance without thinking about it. He’d make a couple 
of trips to get everyone there, if that’s what it took.

There is no national dance in Iceland. It’s just not a form of 
expression. Perhaps because dances were outlawed for a time, a 
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few centuries back, legislated away in a society where it was un-
derstood you couldn’t get married unless you had enough money. 
And so certain people married late or not at all, but the thing 
about dances was that they brought people together and you end-
ed up with babies whether everyone was married or not. And so, 
from the 12th century to the 17th, it was just safer not to dance. 
Not that the babies stopped. Not that the young people at Sig-
urgeir’s dances would have danced a national dance had they had 
one. Not when there was Michael Jackson. 

Things change, of course. The Waxwing didn’t used to be in 
Iceland at all, but now they’re laying here. The Tufted Duck, one 
of the divers, only came to Iceland at the end of the 19th century 
and is now the most common duck species to be found. 

When Sigurgeir was twenty, a Grey Heron, a foreign bird to Ice-
land, was discovered one farm over. The farmer found him, dead. 
It happens from time to time, a non-native arrival, happens not 
just here but anywhere. Birds caught up in storms, birds blown 
out to sea, birds pulled by a current and washed up on the wrong 
shore. Though perhaps it’s not always some unaccountable inter-
vention. Or at least maybe, sometimes, it is no one thing alone that 
sheers a few individuals away from the territory they know, sends 
them on their eccentric orbit, away from the rest of the flock. 

In the language of ornithology, birds are classed by their abun-
dance in five descending steps: common, less common, uncom-
mon, rare, and vagrant. The first four classes have to do with cer-
tainty, with whether you can absolutely depend on seeing a bird 
in suitable habitat and proper season, or if you might have to wait 
two or five years between sightings. But vagrants are more rare 
than rare. Vagrants are out of their normal range; vagrants have 
appeared somewhere new. Which is to say, you may have a com-
mon migrant or an uncommon visitor and to some degree predict 
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their comings and goings. But a vagrant is so unusual there is no 
reason to expect them at all. 

The farmer put the Heron in the freezer. Perhaps because he 
was waiting. Perhaps because something irrecoverable had hap-
pened and now he did not know what to do. Perhaps because there 
was room in the freezer and all the time in the world. I assume he 
folded the legs like collapsing an umbrella, folded the beak to the 
neck and the neck to the body. What we know is that, one day, 
when Sigurgeir was at that neighbor’s farm, the farmer showed 
the bird to him. What was there to say at this first sighting? What 
did they know then?

The farmer made a gift of the bird that had no precedent, that 
shouldn’t have been here in the first place. Sigurgeir accepted the 
frozen four pounds, five maybe, took the Heron to a taxidermist 
on the seacoast, in Dalvík. This was his first stuffed bird. If a col-
lection is a colony, this is how this one began.

When everyone comes home in the summer, four hundred people 
live around Lake Mývatn. It’s have that year-round. That’s not so 
small, as Icelandic towns go, pretty average really, and even though 
this population is spread out, a loop well suited to the marathon 
course staged here once a year, it is still a town too small for secrets. 
Which is to say, when you come to take an interest in dead birds, 
it will be known. You will start to get calls. You will get calls from 
all around the lake, calls from the neighbors, calls from anyone, 
actually, whenever there is something you really should come see. 

Maybe the taxidermist called when the Heron was ready. Or may-
be Sigurgeir just stopped in the next time he was passing through, 
maybe stopped by a few times, knew the Heron would be waiting 
eventually. I wouldn’t give the first pick up much thought, except 
that something happened. When Sigurgeir returned to Dalvík for 
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the Grey Heron, he was moved to purchase two more birds from 
the shop: a Puffin and a Northern Fulmar. 

The Northern Fulmar looks like a snub-nosed seagull, the head 
clean white, as if that was the part you held onto while dip-dyeing 
the rest of the bird in washes of weak gray ink. Two hundred and 
fifty years ago, the only known colony of Northern Fulmars in the 
whole Atlantic was a single colony here in northern Iceland. Now 
there are hundreds of colonies, thousands of birds, including colo-
nies off the Faeroes and British Isles. The species is now spread so 
far and wide perhaps because this relative of the Albatross knows 
so cunningly how to scavenge the scraps of fishing boats and whal-
ing ships plowing the northern Atlantic waves. It is a bird shaped 
like a gull though it glides like a shearwater. It begins breeding “at 
an exceptionally old age,” but perhaps that is only because it is one 
of the longest-lived birds we know.

A Puffin is a bird built like a bullet. Even its wings are com-
pact, look dense for all their feathers and hollow bones. Its feet are 
safety cone orange, its face painted in harlequin surprise, a bird 
that never stops flapping its wings in flight, never glides or soars, 
but beats frantically, unceasingly, its expression a constant shock 
that any of this is working out at all. But all these concessions of 
flight so that it might dive. It dives deep and plunging, tracing 
sharp down-up V shapes and wide-troughed U’s and wily, wan-
dering, double-dip W’s. They surface with fish that hang out of 
their beaks like silver mustaches, a flop fluttering fringe. But when 
the taxidermists pose them, they neither dive nor swim nor madly 
beat their wings. They stand on rocks, much as they do in life, 
looking down at their feet with an air of bewilderment, or staring 
at the horizon, beaks lifted, their bearing almost noble.

The Northern Fulmar is among the most common species to 
be found on Iceland’s coasts. The Puffin is represented so wide-
ly in shops catering to tourists that the Icelanders call these gift 
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shops “Puffin shops.” When Sigurgeir selected the Puffin and the 
Northern Fulmar to take home with the Grey Heron, he mixed 
the coastal with the inland, the common with the vagrant. And 
in picking this pairing of Icelandic icons, he matched an unwit-
ting pair of complements. If the Puffin is a study in high contrast, 
the Northern Fulmar is all gray scale gradation. If the Puffin is 
struggle and drop, the Northern Fulmar is fluid and glide. And 
if the Northern Fulmar represents the prosperity of prodigious 
expansion, the Puffin, I am sorry to report, suggests something 
shifting and uncertain.

If you grew up on the opposite side of the island, in Heimaey, 
on the only inhabited island in the Vestmannaeyjar island chain 
off the Southwest coast, you would have had an August ritual. 
You would have gone out at dusk, stayed out into the night. You 
would have gone out with friends and family away from town and 
towards the cliffs. Pufflings hatch in their nests on the cliffs, and 
when it is time to leave they tumble out towards the water. For 
the most part they bump along the cliff face or flutter in free-fall 
until at last the surface of the water holds them up. But sometimes 
they are blown back onto land. The winds meeting the cliff are 
fierce. Often the Pufflings try again, but sometimes they wander 
towards the lights of town. Which is why the children of Heimaey 
would go out with cardboard boxes to scoop them up and wait 
until daylight and then fling them back off the cliff. Any grown up 
person on the island remembers, will light up recalling how it was: 
like a month of Halloweens, like a month-long Easter egg hunt. 
But the children now may go out only a night or two. The ocean 
water has been warming and the food sources relocating and there 
just aren’t that many Pufflings to find there anymore.

Not only were there two sources of birds, the lake and the shop, 
in time there were two taxidermists, too, to fuel Sigurgeir’s col-


